How does environmental structure influence the dynamics of adaptive behavior and its underlying mechanisms? By analyzing the neural controller of a simulated head/eye system, we show that a specific measure-"neural complexity"-can be selectively sensitive to neural dynamics underlying rich adaptive behavior. Evolutionary algorithms were used to generate neural network controllers able to support target fixation in environmental and phenotypic conditions of qualitatively different complexity. Networks that evolved in rich conditions showed higher behavioral flexibility and robustness, and higher neural complexity, than networks that evolved in simple conditions. The magnitude of neural complexity, which reflects a balance between dynamical integration and dynamical segregation, depended on properties of both the environment and the head/eye phenotype. These results show that neurally complex dynamics can accompany adaptive behavior in rich environmental and phenotypic conditions; they are consistent with the proposal that neural complexity may represent a common property of the functional organization of adaptive neural systems.
Introduction
Understanding the interactions among environmental complexity, behavioral complexity, and organism complexity is a central problem in the study of adaptive behavior (Seth, 2000) . From one point of view, organism complexity may be best understood in terms of adaptation to complexity in the environment (see Young, 1970; Godfrey-Smith, 1996) . Alternatively, organism complexity is sometimes seen as the result of "self-organizing" properties of biological systems (Thompson, 1917; Kauffman, 1993) . Of course, these positions are not mutually exclusive, nor is organism or mechanism complexity necessarily a prerequisite for behavioral complexity. Both Simon (1988) and Braitenberg (1984) have pointed out that surprisingly complex behaviors can be supported by simple mechanisms, given a sufficiently rich environment.
Evolutionary simulation modeling provides a powerful means for exploring these issues in detail. Comparative analyses can be conducted among artificial "organisms", or mechanisms, evolved in differently structured environments. Previous work using this technique has shown a qualitative correspondence between environmental complexity and evolved behavioral/mechanistic complexity in a variety of contexts. For example, in the evolution of strategies to play the iterated prisoner's dilemma, occasional errors in the perception or execution of a strategy have been found to promote the evolution of strategies that make use of comparatively long memories (Lindgren, 1991; Seth, 1997) . A second example is provided by the evo-lution of neural network controllers for mobile robots engaged in a homing navigation task, in which unpredictable and highly variable environments favored the evolution of controllers capable of multimodal sensor integration (Seth, 1998; Nolfi & Floreano, 2000) . A number of other studies have found that evolved behaviors and mechanisms can be related to environmental complexity (Menczer & Belew, 1996; Todd & Yanco, 1996; Fletcher, Zwick, & Bedau, 1998) .
The present paper extends this previous work by introducing a quantitative methodology for relating behavioral, mechanistic, and environmental complexity. Based on recent advances in theoretical neuroscience (Tononi, Sporns, & Edelman, 1994; Sporns, Tononi, & Edelman, 2000) , this methodology combines evolutionary simulation modeling (Nolfi & Floreano, 2000; Di Paolo, Noble, & Bullock, 2000) with aspects of graph theory (Bollobás, 1985; Albert & Barábasi, 2002; Newman, 2003) and statistical information theory (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) . As "mechanisms" we consider neural networks consisting of N = 32 nodes and K = 256 weighted, directed connections. Evolutionary algorithms are used to specify the connectivity and weight distribution of these networks so that, when employed as control mechanisms, they give rise to adaptive behavior. Here, such behavior consists of target fixation in a simulated head/eye system (the phenotype), a context that allows for environments and phenotypes of (qualitatively) tunable complexity. Networks that evolved in different environmental/phenotypic conditions are then analyzed in terms of their behavioral properties, their structural properties (using methods from graph theory), and their dynamical properties (using methods based on statistical information theory).
Our methods of dynamical analysis have the important advantage of being equally applicable to both weighted and unweighted (i.e., binary) networks; structural analysis, by contrast, is usually best suited to binary networks. We also make a novel distinction between "intrinsic" and "interactive" network dynamics. The measurement of intrinsic dynamics follows previous work (Tononi et al., 1994; Sporns et al., 2000) by assuming: (1) every node in the network has an independent Gaussian noise input; (2) nodes implement linear input-output functions. Under these assumptions, dynamical properties can be derived analytically from network connectivity and are independent of behavioral context. An alternative approach, developed in this paper, is to record the activity of each node in a network while the network is actively transforming input signals into output signals. We define the resulting dynamics as "interactive", since they are relative to a particular behavior, phenotype, and environment. One important property of interactive dynamics is that they enable comparison of dynamics generated by the same network in different behavioral regimes or in different environments.
Using the methods described earlier, we examine how intrinsic and interactive measures of neural complexity relate to behavior and environment, where neural complexity is a measure of network dynamics that captures quantitatively the interplay between dynamical integration and dynamical segregation in a neural system (Tononi et al., 1994) . Specifically, we test the hypothesis that neurally complex dynamics accompany adaptation to rich sensory environments and motor demands.
We find that networks that evolved to support target fixation in rich environmental and phenotypic conditions show greater behavioral robustness and flexibility than those that evolved in comparatively simple conditions, even when compared in novel environments. We also find that this robustness is accompanied by higher neural complexity, whether measured intrinsically or interactively; the association is particularly clear for interactive neural complexity. The magnitude of neural complexity is found to depend on properties of both the environment and the phenotype. No differences are apparent when these networks are analyzed in terms of standard structural criteria, most likely because such criteria are not sensitive to differences in connection strengths. Overall, our results show that neural complexity can be selectively sensitive to neural dynamics underlying adaptive behavior in rich environmental and phenotypic conditions, and they are consistent with the proposal that neural complexity may reflect a common property of the functional organization of adaptive neural systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the structure of the model. The results of experiments carried out with the model are described in Section 3, which is divided into three parts: a behavioral analysis, a structural analysis of evolved mechanisms, and a dynamical analysis of evolved mechanisms. The implications of these analyses are discussed in Section 4.
Methods

Model Outline
We analyzed the influence of environment on behavior and its underlying mechanisms using a simulation model of target fixation requiring coordination of "head" and "eye" movements. This section describes basic properties of the model; specifics are provided in Appendix A. The simulated environment is a simple planar area, 100 × 100 arbitrary units u, within which a target (T) can appear. The simulated head/eye system (the phenotype) is represented by the projection onto the plane of a head direction (H) and a gaze direction (G), which is the combination of the head direction (H) and an eye direction (E) relative to the head (Figure 1) .
The velocities of H and E in the x, y plane, and thus the position of G, are controlled by a neural network with N = 32 nodes and K = 256 weighted, directed, and initially randomly allocated connections. Certain nodes in the network are specified as sensory inputs and others as motor outputs (see Section 2.3), and the remainder are "interneurons" mediating the transformation of input signals into output signals.
Evolutionary algorithms are used to specify the connectivity and weight distribution of networks (see section 2.4), so that they give rise to adaptive behavior, which in this case consists of maximizing the time for which G and T are aligned (i.e., keeping the target fixated), while simultaneously minimizing the offset between H and G (i.e., keeping the head and eye aligned). A constraint on the system is that G must remain within 35u of H, as indicated by the circle in Figure 1 . Note that this model is not intended to faithfully represent biological mechanisms of eye movements or target fixation (Shibata, Vijayakumar, Conradt, & Schaal, 2001) . Rather, it is intended as a tool for investigating interactions between environment, behavior, and mechanism in a tunable and analytically tractable fashion.
Environment/Phenotype Conditions
We specify four experimental conditions that are distinguished by properties of the target and the head/eye phenotype. The phenotype is defined by seven parameters: V maxH and V maxE specify the maximum velocities of H and E; motor gain parameters A H and A E specify scaling factors relating motor node output to H and E velocity; momentum parameters m H and m E specify the inertial resistance of H and E, and lag specifies a time-lag between head motor node output and head movement. These parameters constrain the movements of H, E, and G as described in Appendix A (which also describes how T is updated).
The values taken by the parameters in the four conditions are shown in Table 1 . In condition E S (for "simple") both the head and eye have the same maximum velocity, identical motor gains, and zero momentum; the target is stationary. Condition E T (for "tracking") presents a more complex environment in which the target may occasionally jump to a different random location and/or drift at a slow speed in a random direction; the phenotype is the same in condition E S . Condition E H (for "head") keeps the simple environment of condition E S , but introduces a more complex phenotype in which E can move twice as fast as H, has a higher motor gain, a much lower momentum, and in which there is a non-zero time-lag. Finally, condition E C (for "complex") combines the properties of both conditions E T and E H and is therefore the richest of the four. 
Network Implementation
Each behavioral trial begins with the head and eye aligned and pointing to the center of the plane. The target position is initialized at a randomly selected location within 20u of this point. All trials last for 600 time-steps, each of which involves updating the state of the network controller (X) as well as the positions of E, G, H, and, in conditions E T and E C only, T. The network is updated using, for all nodes j,
where s j (t) is the output of node j at time t, s in (j, t) denotes the sensory input to node j at time t (if any), f is a sigmoid function with input range ±10.0 and output range ±1.0, and C ij (X) is a connection matrix holding the strengths of connections (if any) between nodes i and j.
Six nodes are specified as "sensory" inputs, two responding to the x, y displacement of G from T (with a maximum range of ±50.0u), and four delivering "proprioceptive" information, two of which reflect the displacement of H from the center of the plane (range ±50.0u), and two of which reflect the displacement of G from H (range ±35.0u). In all cases, input values are linearly scaled to the range ±1.0. Four nodes are specified as output nodes, two influencing H velocity in the x, y plane, and two influencing the velocity of E. Appendix A describes how the activities of these nodes, along with the values in Table 1 , are used to update the positions of E, G, and H.
Network Structure
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) were used to specify the connectivity and weight distribution of networks so that they supported target fixation behavior. We ran 40 separate EA: 10 replications of the selection process for each of the four environment/phenotype conditions. Each EA evolved a population of 64 networks over 2000 generations, with each network initialized (generation 0) by randomly allocating K connections (each connection strength randomly in the range ±1.0), subject to the constraint that each node had eight incoming connections. Each generation involved evaluating the fitness of each network, as described later, and then using stochastic rankbased selection to replace low fitness networks with mutated versions of high-fitness networks. Each mutation of a network involved randomly rewiring one connection (preserving in-degree and full connectivity) and also modifying the strength of each connection (probability 0.05 per connection) in the range ±0.1.
The fitness of a network was calculated as the mean of four separate behavioral trials, with the fitness of each trial (φ) given by (2) where t f denotes the number of time-steps for which the target was fixated (within a tolerance of 3u), t tot the total number of time-steps in the trial (600), and the mean offset between H and G for the trial. 
Results
The fittest member from each EA was analyzed in terms of behavior, structure, and dynamics. For convenience, networks which evolved in condition E S will be referred to as S-networks, with the same nomenclature for conditions E C (C-networks), E T (T-networks) and E H (H-networks).
Behavioral Analysis
The target fixation behavior of evolved networks was assessed by measuring the percentage of each behavioral trial for which the target was fixated. Table 2 shows that average fixation performance in each condition was very high for S-networks, T-networks, and H-networks, and slightly lower for C-networks. Figure 2 shows representative examples of successful fixation behavior for S-networks and C-networks in the corresponding conditions (E S and E C respectively). Inspection of the trajectories of the head and the eye (Figure 2a) , and of the elaborate patterns of offsets between T, H, and G (Figure 2b ), indicates that the behavioral dynamics for C-networks were qualitatively more complex than for S-networks. A non-trivial coordination of head and eye is needed in E C conditions in order to maintain consistent fixation of the target. The achievement of successful fixation by both networks types is reflected by a consistent zero offset between T and G ( Figure 2b ; second row in each panel). Table 2 affirms that the average displacements between H and G were considerably larger for C-networks than for all other network types, while target fixation was achieved reliably in all cases.
To compare better the behavioral properties of Snetworks and C-networks, they were reevaluated in a novel condition involving unexpected perturbations. As in condition E S , the environment was initialized with a stationary target T. An evolved S-network or Cnetwork was then introduced and allowed to fixate. After 100 time-steps, a head velocity (V hx , V hy ) of between 1.0 and 3.0 (u per time-step) was induced for 20 time-steps in a random direction. Importantly, neither network type had been selected to respond adaptively to this perturbation. Nevertheless, Figure 3 illustrates that C-networks were generally able to maintain fixation, whereas S-networks were not. These results show that network optimization in a rich environmental/phenotypic context can facilitate the emergence of robust behavior. Figure 4 illustrates representative examples of the types of networks that the evolutionary algorithm produced, for a C-network (top) and an S-network (bottom). The networks are shown in graph form G(X), together with the corresponding C ij (X) matrices. The vertices of each graph have been reordered so that vertices that shared many of the same connections are placed next to each other, hence the small amount of clustering around the diagonal of the C ij (X) matrices.
Structural Analysis
To assay reliable structural differences between experimental conditions, we used graph theory to quantify structural aspects of evolved networks (Bollobás, 1985; Albert & Barábasi, 2002; Newman, 2003) . To enable this approach, connectivity matrices were transformed into binary adjacency matrices For the S-network, fixation is lost (both H and G are displaced from the target), whereas for the C-network, fixation is maintained (G remains close to the target even though H is displaced).
A ij (X) by replacing all non-zero elements in C ij (X) with the value 1 (we also tried various thresholds; see later). We calculated four graph-theoretic quantities from each A ij (X). The first, f recip , measures the fraction of edges in G for which a directly reciprocal connection exists. The "cluster index", f clust , measures the fraction of possible connections among the immediate neighbors of a node that actually exist, averaged across all nodes (the immediate neighbors of a node i are those nodes which are connected to i by either an incoming or an outgoing edge). This quantity, introduced by Watts & Strogatz (1998) , is sometimes referred to as the "cliquishness" of a network. Low values of f recip and f clust indicate the absence of distinct groups of nodes. The diameter of G, diam G , is the maximum number of steps needed to reach any node i from any other node j. It is computed by taking the maximum of the matrix S ij (X) which holds the lengths of the shortest paths linking elements i and j. The global mean of S ij (X) is known as the characteristic path length l path of G (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) . Low values for diam G and l path indicate that no two nodes are separated by more than a few connections. Algorithms for computing all four of these metrics from adjacency matrices are described in Sporns (2002) . Different network classes have distinct profiles when analyzed using these metrics. Random networks have low f recip and f clust , as well as low diam G and a short l path . Socalled "small-world" networks are characterized by a high f clust despite a diam G and an l path similar to random networks (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) . Table 3 shows the results of applying these metrics to the fittest networks from each EA in each condition. Values were also calculated for an additional 64 networks with randomly assigned C ij (X) matrices (R-networks) with equivalent N and K (and a per-node in-degree of 8). The table indicates that there are no significant differences between any pair of conditions (including random) in any of the metrics. Why are no differences observed? It may be that the transformation of C ij (X) into A ij (X) overemphasizes the impor- These measures were developed to assess quantitatively the complexity of the dynamics supported by neuroanatomical motifs characteristic of the cerebral cortex (Tononi et al., 1994; Sporns et al., 2000) . An important advantage of these measures is that, unlike most structural analyses, they can be applied equally to both weighted and unweighted networks. A system can be considered to be complex when its individual elements interact, but do not act totally in concert, as in a crystal, nor, on the other hand, totally at random, as in an ideal gas. This idea has been refined into a definition of "neural complexity" C(X) of a system X: a neurally complex system is one in which small subsets of the system show high statistical independence, but large subsets show low statistical independence (Tononi et al., 1994) . In other words, such systems balance dynamical segregation-their component parts are differentiated-with dynamical integrationas larger and larger subsets of elements are considered, they become increasingly integrated. 3 Other related dynamical measures are entropy H(X), which characterizes the overall statistical independence of the elements of X, and integration I(X), which captures the overall degree to which the dynamics of a system deviate from statistical independence.
Calculation of these measures requires a knowledge of COV(X), the covariances of the elements of X. Under the assumptions that: (1) every node in the network has activity that can be described by a stationary stochastic Gaussian process; (2) nodes implement linear input-output functions, COV(X) can be derived analytically from the corresponding connectivity matrix C ij (X) (Tononi et al., 1994) :
where T indicates matrix transpose. Full details for calculating C(X), I(X), and H(X), given COV(X), are provided in Appendix B. An important property of the analytical step shown by Equation 3 is that COV(X), and therefore also the resulting values of C(X), I(X), and H(X), are independent of behavioral context. This method is therefore best described as characterizing the intrinsic dynamical properties of a network X.
Intrinsic Dynamics
For each EA in each condition, the fittest member of the final generation was used to generate a covariance matrix (Equation 3), which in turn was used to calculate the intrinsic neural complexity C(X), integration I(X), and entropy H(X) of the network dynamics. Values were also calculated for 64 R-networks. Figure 5 shows mean values and standard deviations of intrinsic C(X), I(X), and -H(X), for each network type. In contrast to the structural analysis, clear differences are evident: random R-networks scored lowest on all three dynamical measures, and C-networks scored highest (note that we plot -H(X) rather than H(X)). Differences between C-networks and all other network types were significant at the p < 0.
level by two-tailed t test for C(X), I(X), and H(X).
These observations indicate that adaptation to comparatively complex environmental/phenotypic conditions (E C ) endows C-networks with above-random neural complexity and integration, and below-random entropy. Furthermore, only networks with these dynamical characteristics displayed the behavioral robustness and flexibility described in Section 3.1. Figure 5 also shows that S-networks, H-networks, and T-networks scored at intermediate levels on all measures. Values of C(X), I(X) and -H(X) for these networks are significantly lower than the corresponding values for C-networks, and significantly higher than the corresponding values for R-networks (p < 0.01, two-tailed t test); there are no significant differences in C(X), I(X) or -H(X) among S-networks, T-networks, and H-networks. Changes in intrinsic dynamics, therefore, depend both on properties of the environment (condition E T ) and on properties of the phenotype (condition E H ).
While these results show that neurally complex network dynamics can accompany adaptive behavior in rich environmental/phenotypic conditions, intrinsic neural complexity is not unique in this respect, since similar patterns of results are apparent for both intrinsic integration I(X) and entropy H(X).
Interactive Dynamics
The interactive dynamics of a network in a given behavioral context are calculated using observations of network activity during behavior. In the present study, each behavioral trial yields a matrix F that contains the activity of each node over all 600 time-steps. This matrix can be used to generate a covariance matrix according to: (4) where is the first derivative (with respect to time) of the activity matrix and cov() is a standard covariance function. This approach was chosen because rates of change of node activities are (i) more likely to satisfy assumptions of stationarity (Hamilton, 1994), and (ii) better reflect interactions between the network and its phenotype and environment than do absolute activity levels. COV(X) can then be used to calculate corresponding values of interactive C(X), I(X), and H(X) in just the same way as for the calculation of intrinsic dynamics (see Appendix B). Note that calculation of interactive dynamics does not require Equation 3, and so does not assume linear system dynamics.
We compared interactive dynamics for C-networks, S-networks, and random R-networks evaluated in both E C and E S conditions, recording both network activities and behavioral trajectories. Figure 6 shows representative trajectories from the various combinations (trajectories of a C-network in condition E C and an S-network in condition E S are shown in Figure 2 ). R-networks in E C and E S conditions never achieve fixation, and their behavior is highly variable. S-networks in E C conditions are unable to achieve or maintain fixation despite a general tendency to track towards the target, and C-networks in E S conditions rapidly achieve fixation despite some persistent oscillation in the head direction. Notice that in all except the last of these cases, the behavioral dynamics are rich, even though the behavior itself is not adaptive.
Figure 5 Mean and standard error intrinsic C(X), I(X), and -H(X) for S-networks (S), T-networks (T), H-networks (H), Cnetworks (C), and R-networks (R)
. Asterisks indicate that the value for C-networks is significantly higher than for all other network types (p < 0.01, two-tailed t tests). Values of C(X), I(X) and -H(X) for S-networks, T-networks, and H-networks are significantly lower than the corresponding values for C-networks, and significantly higher than the corresponding values for R-networks (p < 0.01, two-tailed t tests). There are no significant differences in C(X), I(X) or -H(X) among S-networks, T-networks, and H-networks. All distributions are normal (p < 0.05, Bera-Jarques test). proceeding from C-networks in condition E C ("CC"; high), to R-networks in conditions E S and E C ("RS", "RC"; low). Intermediate values of C(X) were observed for simple networks in rich environmental/ phenotypic conditions ("SC"), and for complex networks in simple conditions ("CS"). C-networks in condition E C ("CC") have significantly higher C(X) than all other combinations. The remaining significant differences among combinations are also consistent with the steady gradient in interactive C(X).
Strikingly, only C(X) shows a pattern of values reflecting rich adaptive behavior. Neither I(X) (Figure 7, middle row) nor H(X) (bottom row) show any such sensitivity. This is in contrast to the intrinsic analysis, in which all three dynamical measures behaved in a similar way ( Figure 5) .
It is also notable that R-networks evoke low interactive C(X) despite displaying the rich behavioral patterns shown in Figure 6 . The contrast between Rnetworks and C-networks, together with the steady gradient in interactive C(X) across conditions ( Figure  7 , top row), suggests that C(X) is indeed selectively sensitive to the dynamics of rich adaptive behavior. Overall, the unique correspondence of interactive C(X) with adaptive behavior in rich environmental/ phenotypic conditions suggests that it may indeed reflect a common property of the functional organization of adaptive neural systems.
Discussion
This paper has described a novel methodology able to relate, quantitatively, behavioral complexity and environmental complexity to the "neural" complexity of the underlying mechanisms, where neural complexity reflects an even balance between integration and segregation in the dynamics of a network. Applying this methodology to the evolution of neural network controllers in a target fixation task, we found that adaptive behavior in a rich environmental/phenotypic conditions was accompanied by neurally complex network dynamics.
Specifically, we used evolutionary algorithms to generate neural networks able to support target fixation in environmental/phenotypic conditions of qualitatively different levels of complexity. We found Figure 7 Interactive C(X), I(X), and -H(X) calculated from covariance matrices derived from recorded neural activity during behavior. CC: C-network in condition E C ; SC: S-network in condition E C ; CS: C-network in condition E S ; SS: S-network in condition E S ; RS: R-network in condition E S ; RC: R-network in condition E C . Each column shows mean and standard error calculated from 10 repetitions of each combination of network and condition. There is a significant correlation between the rank ordering of combination (from "CC" to "RC") and mean C(X) (r = 0.97, p < 0.01; Spearman's rank correlation). No significant correlations exist for I(X) or -H(X) (p > 0.1). Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between combinations (*p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, two-tailed t test; only adjacent combinations were tested). Note that values of interactive C(X) are greater than intrinsic C(X). This may be due to the greater range of covariance values in the former case (results not shown). All distributions are normal (p < 0.05, Bera-Jarques test).
that those networks that evolved in rich conditions exhibited (qualitatively) more complex behavior than networks that evolved in comparatively simple conditions (Figure 2) . When compared in an environment involving a novel perturbation, networks that evolved in rich conditions showed greater robustness than networks that evolved in simple conditions (Figure 3) .
This robustness was reflected by significantly higher neural complexity C(X) for networks which evolved in rich environmental/phenotypic conditions, than for networks which evolved in relatively simple conditions, or for networks with the same number of nodes and edges but with randomly arranged connectivity (Figures 5 and 7) . This was true for both intrinsic and interactive methods of calculating dynamics, where the former are derived analytically from network connectivity, and the latter are computed from observed network activity during behavior. While intrinsic dynamics did not differentiate between neural complexity C(X), integration I(X), or entropy H(X) (Figure 5 ), interactive dynamics revealed that only C(X) was consistently associated with adaptive behavior in rich conditions (Figure 7 ). Interactive I(X) and H(X) did not show any reliable correlation with adaptive behavior or environmental complexity.
Both types of dynamical analysis indicate that the magnitude of neural complexity depended on a combination of environmental, phenotypic, and mechanistic properties. Networks evolved in conditions of intermediate richness (conditions E T and E H ) generated intermediate values of intrinsic C(X) ( Figure 5 ). Networks evolved in rich conditions and tested in simple conditions, and vice versa, generated intermediate values of interactive C(X) (Figure 7) .
Perhaps surprisingly, structural analysis was not sufficient to distinguish among networks with different behavioral profiles. One possible reason for this is that structural analysis is usually best suited to binary matrices, and it may be that binary matrices are in general insufficiently sensitive to functional differences in the corresponding weighted networks. It is a major advantage of dynamical analysis, both intrinsic and interactive, that it can be applied equally to both weighted and unweighted networks.
Taken together these results show that, in the present target fixation task, neural complexity is selectively sensitive to the dynamics of adaptive behavior in a rich environmental/phenotypic conditions. While this correspondence may not hold for all instances of complex behavior (Braitenberg, 1984; Simon, 1988) , these findings are consistent with the proposal that C(X) may reflect a common property of the functional organization of adaptive neural systems.
Previous work using C(X), I(X), and H(X) has focused on the relationship between structure and dynamics in the absence of behavior. For example, Sporns et al. (2000) used evolutionary algorithms to automatically specify networks good at generating each class of intrinsic dynamics. Very different graph structures evolved in each case, and, when compared with graphs based on known cortical connection matrices (of macaque monkey and cat cortex), those that generated high values of C(X) provided the closest match. Moreover, when the intrinsic dynamical properties of the known cortical connection matrices were analyzed, near-optimal values of C(X) were found. These findings are consistent with the idea that high complexity is associated with the adaptive transformation of input to output. The present results complement these observations by explicitly instantiating networks in environments in which these transformations actually happen. The present study also introduces the distinction between intrinsic and interactive dynamics. Interactive dynamics offers several advantages over intrinsic dynamics:
• Calculation of intrinsic dynamics requires the assumptions that: (1) every node in the network is activated by Gaussian noise; (2) nodes implement linear input-output functions (see Section 3.1.1). Calculation of interactive dynamics does not require these assumptions (although one must still assume stationarity; see Appendix B).
• Interactive dynamics can be calculated for networks that undergo structural changes over time. For example, networks that make use of shortterm synaptic plasticity have the property that the corresponding C ij (X) matrices are changing on the same timescale as behavior (Floreano & Mondada, 1996) . Calculation of the intrinsic dynamics would face the problem of choosing which C ij (X) matrix to use a basis for deriving a covariance matrix, but interactive dynamics does not face this problem: covariance matrices can be derived explicitly from the activity of the network over time.
• The same approach could be extended to networks that are not fully determined by their nodes and edges, for example the so-called "GasNets" (Husbands, Smith, Jakobi, & O'Shea, 1998; Read Montague, Gally, & Edelman, 1991) , which involve spatial diffusion of simulated neuromodulatory substances. It may even be possible to calculate interactive dynamics when the structure of the underlying network is not fully known.
• Interactive dynamics enables the comparison of dynamics generated by a particular network in different behavioral or environmental situations. The present study has used such comparisons to show that interactive dynamics can be more sensitive than intrinsic dynamics to neural processes underlying rich adaptive behavior.
In certain cases intrinsic dynamics may remain preferable. Calculation of intrinsic dynamics is usually computationally cheaper than calculation of interactive dynamics. In addition, intrinsic dynamics are in a sense more general than interactive dynamics, precisely because they characterize the dynamical potential of a network in the absence of behavioral context. It should nonetheless be emphasized that both intrinsic and interactive dynamical methods offer significant advantages over structural methods. Not only do dynamic methods apply equally to both weighted and unweighted networks, but dynamic analyses go directly to the heart of the problem of network analysis, which is to understand how networks behave (Newman, 2003) . Despite the increasing popularity of evolutionary design of neural systems, standard techniques for their analysis remain sparse (Nolfi & Floreano, 2000) . One promising avenue, complementary to the present approach, is "dynamical systems analysis" (Abraham & Shaw, 1981; Strogatz, 1994; Port & van Gelder, 1995) . Dynamical systems analysis typically uses differential (or difference) equations to describe the evolution of a system in terms of trajectories in a phase space, the dimensions of which are determined by the variables of interest in the system. While applications of these techniques to evolved neural systems have illuminated dynamical features that underlie simple examples of adaptive behavior (Beer & Gallagher, 1992; Smith, Husbands, Philippides, & O'Shea, 2002; Beer, 2004) , such insights do not come easily, and the required depth of analysis may complicate the extension of such methods to larger neural systems.
The present methods describe a narrower approach: the extraction of certain statistically defined properties from representations of the stationary dynamical relations among system elements (covariances). While this approach does not reveal specific dynamical features, it allows the easy comparison of distinct systems, its application to empirical data is straightforward (see later), and it focuses on global dynamical properties that have a previous theoretical grounding in terms of dynamical integration, segregation, and the balance between the two.
Future directions
A natural extension is to ask why interactive C(X) associates more strongly with environmental and behavioral complexity than does intrinsic C(X). It may make intuitive sense for this to be so, since the environment, behavior, and mechanism are always tightly coupled in natural situations; however, a full answer will require analysis of the specific causal transactions that underlie the behavioral differences among network types. This would likely involve following the dynamics in each node as well as the network dynamics generated by their mutual interactions. Future research should therefore explore-perhaps using dynamical systems analysis-how the behavioral phenomena in the various network/condition combinations relate to the balance between dynamical segregation and integration that is measured by C(X). It could also be asked whether behavioral robustness can be instilled in a network by selecting for task performance and high C(X) concurrently during evolution. Finally, to test the generality of the present conclusions, it would be valuable to explore the consequences of high C(X) across a broad range of network types and task conditions. More generally, the present methods are not restricted to artificial networks. At the forefront of experimental neuroscience is the characterization of dynamics of biological neural networks in awake, behaving animals. Multielectrode technology has now reached the point at which the activities of hundreds of neurons can be recorded simultaneously, from different areas of the brain, while an animal is behaving (Csicsvari et al., 2003) . Measuring the complexity, integration, and entropy of such data will allow, among other things, direct testing of the hypothesis that complex behaviors incur underlying neural dynamics of high neural complexity. Importantly, such dynamics would necessarily be interactive; in general the corresponding intrinsic dynamics could not be calculated since the structure of the underlying network would not be known.
Along different lines, the development of analytical tools able to characterize structural properties of graphs with weighted edges remains a significant challenge (although see Latora & Marchiori, 2001; Newman, 2001; Cannings & Penman, 2002) . It is possible that the development and application of such tools would allow the various kinds of networks described in this study to be distinguished by structural criteria alone. Another general challenge is to understand in greater depth the relations between intrinsic dynamics, interactive dynamics, and network structure. For example, it may be important to know what, if anything, can be inferred about the structure of a network given the interactive dynamics of a subset of its elements. Finally, we still lack adequate quantitative measures for environmental and behavioral complexity. The development of such measures would allow the testing of hypotheses of greater specificity by the present methodology.
The quantitative characterization of network dynamics is becoming increasingly important across a broad range of domains (Albert & Barábasi, 2002; Newman, 2003) . The present results are consistent with the idea that high "neural" complexity may reflect a common property of the functional organization of complex adaptive systems such as networks. These findings may therefore contribute to the analysis and design of network systems of high robustness and flexibility.
Notes
1 We used a distributed evolutionary algorithm (Mitchell, 1997) : each EA was initialized by arranging the population on an 8 × 8 toroidal grid and evaluating the fitness of each network. Each subsequent generation involved 64 repeats of the following: a random grid position was chosen determining a 3 × 3 sub-grid. Stochastic rank-based selection was then used to select a weak member of this sub-grid for replacement, and a strong member as the "parent." A mutated copy of the parent then replaced the weak member and was evaluated (the parent was also reevaluated with probability 0.75). 2 In support of this interpretation, we were not able to evolve unweighted networks for the present target fixation tasks. 3 While neural complexity is very different from algorithmic (Kolmogorov) complexity, which is maximal in the random limit, it bears some similarity to recent complexity metrics that are maximal for systems intermediate between randomness and regularity, for example "statistical complexity" (Crutchfield & Young, 1995) . number of bipartitions that are possible for any network of reasonable size. Here, we follow previous usage of these measures (Tononi et al., 1994; Sporns et al., 2000) by examining only partitions that divided X into pairs comprising a single node and the set of all remaining nodes. Given H(X), it is also possible to calculate the integration I(X) of a system, which captures the overall degree to which the dynamics of a system deviate from statistical independence: (15) It is important to assure that observed changes in these measures were due to changes in covariance between elements, and not due to changes in variance. To achieve this, when calculating intrinsic dynamics we followed Sporns et al. (2000) by first dividing each element of Cij(X) by K/(N -1) and then adding a small self-inhibitory weight (0 < -C ii < |C ij |) to each node. A separate constraint optimization was applied to this weight so that the variance of each node, as indicated by the sum of the diagonal terms of COV(X), was held at a fixed value (0.015). When calculating interactive dynamics, we repeatedly applied a vector (size N) of small scaling factors to the first derivative of the activity matrix such each node had a variance of 0.015.
